ALICE SPRINGS DESERT PARK

EDUCATION PROGRAMS – CULTURAL WALK

What is it we humans need to survive?

Be met by a Guide on arrival to begin your discovery. Be involved in interactive activities that share knowledge on belonging to and looking after the land, its plants and animals and each other. Walk from Desert Rivers to Sand Country learning about how to find water in the desert and different tracks and tools used by desert Aboriginal people.

In the Park’s Nocturnal House learn about hunting and sign language before continuing the journey to the Nature Theatre to be enthralled by birds of prey and other predators of the desert. An Aboriginal Guide is not guaranteed, however the Desert Park will endeavour to meet the request.

**Departure**

A Cultural Walk requires a minimum of 15 and maximum of 75 people. Available seven days a week departing 8am, 9am, 9.30am, 1.30pm or 3pm.

**Inclusions**

One expert guide for a 2.5 hour exclusive guided tour exploring Aboriginal culture, plants and animals, guided tour of the Nocturnal House and Nature Theatre – free flying bird show. On arrival a Park Guide will provide a complimentary meet and greet with brief introduction to the Desert Park including behaviour expectations.

**Making a Booking**

Please complete the online school booking form a minimum of 14 days prior to your visit. Be sure to include your preferred tour departure time on the booking form. A school visit will not be confirmed without a booking form and confirmation email sent by the Desert Park.